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Best ar 15 side charging handle

Upgrading your AR-15 charging handle can be an easy and affordable way to improve your rifle performance and feel. Below you will find our picks for the best AR-15 charging handles. Best AR-15 charging handles for Radian – Our Top Pick Radian is one of the oldest and most reliable manufacturers on the market, and
their Raptor charging handle series is universally praised for its cutting-edge quality and performance. The Raptors are made from U.S. aircraft with a rating of 7075 aluminum and are mil-spec anodized. They come in colors such as black, brown, FDE (a.k.a. flat dark land), NP3 covered in silver and tungsten gray/black.
Raptor charging handles are known for having wide, easy-to-grip, deep textured handles that are designed to optimize the blading technique-process in which the shooter turns his hand so that his palm faces him and pulls the charging handle back quickly mostly from his pinkish. It requires both arm strength and stability
and grabbing from the handle. (Continue reading about Raptor loading handles below) Radian Raptors come with three main options: the original Raptor Ambidextrous charging handle, the Raptor-LT and the Raptor-SD suppressed by fire. The original Raptor comes with the design features listed above and has a core
design for other modified versions based on it. Raptor-LT is a new product of Radian, which, together with 7075 aluminium, uses an overformed high-strength fiberglass reinforced polymer that reduces the weight of the handle while maintaining strength and durability. As with all Radian products, Raptor-LT has a lifetime
warranty. Then there's the Raptor-SD, which offers a ported shaft design that directs the gas away from the shooter's face when shooting depressed. Raptor series charging handles look great and are among the most reliable on the market today. They also have some more expensive products, but if you're looking very
good, check out raptor. Editors Note: I'm a big fan of Raptor-LT and it's a staple of my AR-15 builds. This is my personal choice for the best AR-15 charging handle. BCM - Market Favorite Bravo Company is another elite manufacturer of space, and they have been refining their charging handles for over a decade. The
BCM Gunfighter charging handle is available in four variants: Mod 3x3 (large), Mod 4x4 (Medium), Mod 3B (Large), and Mod 4B (Medium). All handles are made of 7075 T6 aluminum and have a military spec hard coat anodized. Mod 3x3 and Mod4x4 are ambidextrous, while Mod 3B and Mod4B are not. There are some
obvious features that set the BCM Gunfighter charging handle onto the competition: the handles are well crafted contours with a wart-free profile that makes them very easy to handle. Mod 3B latch has 0.29 extended reach with traditional USGI latch handles and Mod 4B is 0.6 extended What's more, you really come to
appreciate the Bravo Company's attention to detail when you use one of these charging handles in the first hand. You will immediately notice how heavy duty handles are felt while assessing how they balance the pull from roller pins so that the pull is smooth and does not load the handle. While we still prefer the Raptor
series, BCM charging handles are widely considered the best on the market today and for good reason. If you've ever looked into getting a top-quality AR-15 trigger, you've almost certainly heard of Geissele. Triggers aren't the only thing they do well though; they also do some incredible loading handles. Geissele offers
two variants of ar-15 charging handles: an airborne charging handle (ACH) and a supercharge handle (SCH) 5.56. Prices accurate at the time of publishing The Geissele Airborne Charging Handle (ACH) ACH are reported to have been developed at the request of the elite, but unnamed, organization known for its
knowledge of aerial insertion. It's black or DDC (Desert Dirt Color). The ACH handle is designed with a low profile lever that is specially designed to reduce the chances of sagging. This low-profile design can also be useful if you're using a red point or other low-profile optical system because the charging handle doesn't
block your view. ACH, like the BCM Gunfighter, is made of 7075-T6 aluminum and is a type 3 Hardcoat anodized. It has ambidextrous levers, dual contouring gently concave radius cuts and handling surfaces with levers with checkered texturing attached to the grip. The long fence behind the handle is designed to guide
the gas blowback when shooting a depressed fire, which is a nice touch. Geissele SCH SCH SCH 5.56, meanwhile, is made of the same materials and features similar ambidextrous levers as ACH. The handles are also two-outline, a function of both vertical and horizontal radius cuts and checkered texting. Sch 5.56
handles extend out and extend beyond ACH, which provides a simpler-to-grip grip, while possibly introducing possible sagging. We chose strike industries' loading handle as our best option for those on budget. SI extended latch ARCH-EL charging handle is built from 7075-T6 aluminum and is also anodized. Numerous
colour options are available, including blue, gold, silver, red and black. What makes the SI charging handle unique is the ergonomic extended latch. It provides an expanded textured greedy surface that is easy to handle and is built for durability. ARCH-EU is one of the few latches on the market, made of steel and not
aluminium. It's off to not wear the receiver so quickly. All this under $40 makes SI ARCH-EU an excellent alternative to higher quality and sometimes even triple costs. Phase 5 Ambidextrous Battle Latches have a unique design. Battle Latch Handles are made of 7075 aluminum and feature upgraded stainless steel roll
spring pins. They have also increased the thickness of the side wall to provide exceptional results under extreme working and environmental conditions. The handles themselves feature a completely ambidextrous design with a wide contact groove to push points at the front and behind the handle, which is squeezed to
meet the middle handle of the deal. Battle Latch breaks more common handle designs in this respect, but I actually prefer to feel it in traditional styles. Conclusion that wraps up our list of the best AR-15 charging handles. Our personal favorites are Radian Raptor-LT or any other Radian model. That being said, you can't
go wrong with any chance on this list. Product Name: Radian Raptor-LTProduct Description: Radian Raptor-LT is our choice of best AR-15 charging handle and is a staple of our AR-15 builds. It's also one of the cheapest charging handles! Need more help finishing your build? Check out this full AR-15 Parts List, which
includes all of our favorite parts. Charging handles are an important part of a weapon you should never miss. You may have heard other people calling it a cocking handle or bolt handle for a bolt action rifle. The loading handle moves when a hammer, impact iron or bolt is used to fire the weapon into its ready position.
Other than cocking the gun, it also comes with many other features. You can use it to eject unburned cartridges, spent shells, or clearing downtime such as glitches and jams. Many people still use it to check that their weapon is clear of any obstacles or rounds. If you have an AR15 firearm, you may be asked what would
be the best AR15 charging handle. No more worrying than we can highlight some of the best models to buy today below. Photo Zero7oneTop 5 Best AR15 Charging Handle on the Market 1 Badger Ordnance AR15/M16 GEN 3 Ambidextrous Charging HandleThe model is designed for ambidextrous, which should easily
appeal to many shooters. The handle should make shooters easily work with their AR15s. Having a bracket model should make it even easier to use the model. If you like flexibility, then the ambidextrous model should give you all that. The design of the Badger Regulation should easily meet the needs of the various
people who have to use the loading handle. Both left-handed and right-handed people can use the model without any problems. The latch is easy to use based on any hand you want to use in the operation. The model has an expanded form. This will help with the quick and positive operation of the model. Even in cold
weather, you can it is used in the glove of the hand. It's all that's their ideal size that most people think it suits their hands. The charging handle is made of strong anodized aluminium. This spells the resilience of most people who need a top quality product. The model also has a finish mat black. It keeps you from having a
great time using it, as you know, it's protected from issues like corrosion. Since it is also Mil-Spec, you can always know that it is meant to be the best. The latch, on the other hand, is made of Ordnance quality steel. It's also good quality material. Most of its parts, which have a large construction, should be easy to buy.
Its loading handle and the best AR15 grease should keep the weapon working properly. Pros Durable model Easy to use Corrosion Resistant Cons2 Bravo Company AR15 BCM Gunfighter Charging HandleThis is the kind of charging handle you can get a lot of veterans own. This is because the company has been
popular for years. It's not just popular; it provides the best products you will ever need. The reputational company has prompted more shooters to think about getting their products. The charging handle is the right size, which should meet the needs of many customers who have to use one. There is no doubt that you will
find that this model is very flexible. This is because the design allows both left-handed and right-handed shooters to use it. You can find a lot of people who call it two-faced. Also, the design allows you to effectively use the stress roller pin. This should improve its results in different respects. The design allows easy
management of stress using the charging handle. You should now find that the handle reaches with better durability. There is no doubt that it will last for years without the need to replace it. We always have to take into account the material used in the construction to make sure you have the best model. The model is
made of T6 aluminum and hard-coated coating. This ensures that you can use some of the best handles. Because the model is available with different sizes of latches, you can choose one that works for you. You can choose a small, medium, or large, depending on your needs for a charging handle. Pros Several
options in terms of size Durable New design Multiple applicationsCons3 Precision Reflex INC AR15 Gas Buster Charging HandleThe model comes with a unique design that drives more people to think about getting. The design allows the charging handle to divert all gas blocks back. The pass-through helps keep the gas
from getting in your face. This is where he gets the name gas boomer. For those who shoot rimfire AR15s, you should find such a model impressive for you to use. This is because such firearms spit more gas than the standard you see, you need a model that will protect you further from such blows-backs. Well, it's not
just for those who shoot downed rifles if you can use it for other applications. The model boasts of having high quality and strong construction. This should provide an effective idea of any other type of AR firearm you want to handle. The manufacturer made it have different options in terms of construction. You can
choose models with flat latch, curved latch or military style latch that offers more performance. It all depends on your needs. Take the time to see what you get from each model before forming your mind. To use an extended finger bracket, you should have an easy time clearing u any jams. Latches generally have smooth
edges, which should be easy for the user's fingers. This is unlike other models that would be sharp and make it impossible to use a latch over time. Also consider using the best sight ar15 for better results. Pros High Quality Robust Smooth EdgesCons Mainly designed for right-handed shooters4 Mega Arms Ar15 Slide
Lock Charging HandleThe model brings us a new and unique design that not many models have today. The model is equipped with a latchless design. There is no doubt that you will find that it is unique to what other companies offer. It can just be a pace-setting for many other companies in the same business. Although
the model is designed to be grated, it does not mean that it does not work as expected. It works efficiently like any other charging handle that offers its functionality. The best part is that you don't have to get special skills to use the model. The manufacturer chose a design without closures to minimize moving parts. This
means less friction and better durability. You also don't have to push down buttons or levers to make it work. When it comes to surgery, you just need to pull your handle back into the straight motion. This makes it even more flexible and easier than many other existing models. There is an added spring pressure that
holds the hand in your place. The model features a ingic edges handle. The edges are essential for good grip and keep the handle from slipping back. Now it should be easy to pull the handle. It also comes with enough width handles that can easily fit into the hands of the gloves. Using premium material to build it will
take the model to last even longer. Pros New and unique design Easy to use AmbidextrousCons some issues wearing the upper receiver5 Power Custom AR15 Steel Charging HandleWell, if you always have trouble breaking your charging handles, then you'll have to consider choosing a durable model. Look no further
than this because it comes with a strong design. You may have been used to make charging handles Well, it has changed this model because it is made of steel. Steel is as strong as wrought-iron aluminium. With this model, you can always be sure that it is stronger than aluminum models. Even if you can touch it, you
will feel that it is a tough model that is ready to work. Even with the huge beating it gets over the years, you must find a model that lives up to the expectations of many. You may have problems with other models that have been twisted or bent over time. Well, this one doesn't do it. You will always find yourself using a
model without a problem. Solid design keeps it straight for years, even if used regularly. However, the steel material makes it work smoothly. This is unlike aluminum, which is equipped with a high friction factor. This means that the aluminum loading handle used against the aluminum upper leads to more friction. The
steel material, on the other hand, slips it smoothly. Its extended latch should make it easier to operate for most people. Even if you have the scope installed, you should have a handle running easily. Tie it to the best scale and you've got a great firearm. Pros Strong construction Simpler aluminum upper Extended latch
for fast operationConsBest AR15 Charging Handle Buying GuideThe type of charging handle you choose is always important. So having a buy guide could help a lot in terms of making sure you end up with the right model. Here are some considerations to keep in mind. Ease of use Ease of use Determines whether you
have a good time to use it all the time. This is why you get most people going for an ambidextrous charging handle. It's better than going individually to left or right-handed handles. You get the best flexibility with an ambidextrous handle. You can always go with another hand and it works with ease. Latch size It is
common to find that the latch is of different shapes and sizes from one model to another. Many would prefer one of the extended latches because it allows when wearing gloves when used. You can be in a place that is cold and still uses the handle without taking away the glove. You can also like a model with a large
area of your bracket. This is often liked by those who are into tactical operations. Shape handle You should get that loading handles that come with curved forwards are easier to use. This is compared to the level and flat loading handle. The curved forward model offers you to operate it in any hand position. Construction
You can expect most of the models to be aluminum construction. Even if that's the case, you'll get the other steel. Steel models would be heavier, but stronger with less friction. If you need something light and still have great performance, then aluminum just fine. Fine.
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